help researchers find out how popular social media accounts impact youth mental health & wellbeing

We need young people...

- Between 16 - 24 yrs
- Regularly use social media (YouTube, Insta, FB, TikTok)
- Interested in mental health

Who follow at least one account with...

- Over 10,000 followers / subs
- Posts content at least weekly
- Has posted ads / sponsored content *

*not sure? ask us!

To share their thoughts...

- On how popular accounts do or could discuss mental wellbeing
- Through a 1 - 1.5 hr interview- your choice of text (WhatsApp or Signal) or phone-based

Receive a $30 Prezzy Card! PLUS...

- A further $10 for feedback on our results
- Make a difference from the comfort of your own home!

Contact us today

Emily Adeane- Doctorate of Clinical Psychology candidate eade648@aucklanduni.ac.nz, 027 418 0959 or on our socials

@nzinfluencerproj
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